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Familia in Japan. For export, earlier models were sold with nameplates including: "", "", "", and
"". In Europe, all Familias sold after were called "". Some of these plants kept manufacturing the
Familia long after it was discontinued at home. Mazda's automotive plans for the early sixties
consisted of growing alongside the Japanese economy. To achieve this goal, they began by
building an extremely affordable Kei car , the R in , planning on introducing gradually larger and
pricier cars as the Japanese customers became able to afford them. Meanwhile, the four door
version of the R was introduced as the Mazda Carol , which appeared in , and discontinued in
The first production Familia, styled by a young Giorgetto Giugiaro while working at Carrozzeria
Bertone , appeared in October In line with Mazda's policy of only gradually approaching the
production of private cars a luxury in Japan at the time , the first Familia was initially only
available as a commercial two-door wagon called the Familia van. The van was joined in April by
a plusher Familia wagon, in October by a four-door sedan, and in November by a two-door
sedan. The "flat deck" design of the sedan versions was reportedly inspired by the Chevrolet
Corvair. The Familia was sold in other markets as the The Familia was introduced to the
Japanese market in time for the Summer Olympics which began in October. The cars used a cc,
" SA " four-stroke aluminum straight-four engine , also known as the "white engine". There was
also a pickup version available from November Around the same time, the engine was
upgraded, adding three horsepower. Production of the sedan continued until November , while
the van versions continued until they were replaced in February Primary sources below are
listed at the head of each column, information sourced elsewhere is referenced directly in the
relevant cells. Data is for models as marketed in the Japanese domestic market. It was sold as
the "Mazda " in some markets. In this form, the car was first exhibited in Europe at the Paris
Motor Show in the autumn of that year. From model year on the Familia was also available with
the new overhead camshaft 1. At the same time, the range received a light facelift including a
chrome strip around the front grille. The wagons also received prominent extraction vents on
the rear flanks. The Familia was exported as the "Mazda ", and replaced the previous generation
model in most markets. All three models were available as either Standard or Deluxe. The
five-door Van range was gradually expanded downwards as the three-door models dropped in
popularity. The "" was offered in the United States in and again for the model year. US-market
models had round sealed-beam headlamps mounted in pill-shaped bezels fitting the original
openings. It was replaced by the somewhat larger Grand Familia the next year. The model
returned for as the base-model economy Mazda. The company then focused on performance for
the next two years, dropping the economy car. The rotary engined R has a unique front end
design, with a more prominent pointed hood, grille, and bumper. The rear also gained its own
design with twin round tail lights, which became for a time a signature design element for the

rotary engined versions of Mazda's cars. Inside, the cars were more sumptuously appointed
with plusher seats and chrome plated accents, full sized interior door trim panels, a floor
mounted handbrake lever, and a unique cockpit styled dashboard with full instrumentation.
Mazda referred to this dashboard as the "T-Dash", and fitted it to top spec piston engined
variants of the Familia on the Japanese market as well as the rotary models. In Japan, the
installation of a rotary engine gave Japanese buyers a financial advantage when it came time to
pay the annual road tax in that they bought a car that was more powerful than a traditional inline
engine, but without having the penalty for having an engine in the higher 1. This was the only
generation of the Familia that had the rotary engine offered. When Mazda updated the rotary
engine to single distributor design in late with a raft of improvements to improve reliability and
fuel economy, the smaller 10A engine was discontinued. Upgrading the Familia Rotary to the
12A engine would have cost the car its tax advantage in Japan, and the decision to discontinue
it was made, despite the Familia body continuing production for some years to follow. The R
was one of the first Mazda cars imported into the United States for the new Mazda Motors of
America, sold in model years and Due to US regulations it was released in North America with
round headlights fitted in place of the rectangular lights fitted in all other markets. It was a
surprising hit with the American public, though sales were limited to some Northwestern states
initially. Next, the company took on the touring car endurance challenge at Spa , the Spa 24
Hours. The cars came fifth and sixth the first year after a quartet of Porsche s. This time, three
of the Mazdas retired, with the fourth claiming the fifth position. Mazda also turned its attention
to Le Mans in with rotary-powered prototypes. The company finally won that race 21 years later
with the B. But with the advent of the s energy crisis , the Familia began to experience an
increase in sales due to better fuel economy, so the Familia remained in Japan and Europe, and
Mazda decided to offer the Grand Familia and Savanna as larger, performance enhanced
alternatives. It is better known by its export market names Mazda , , and RX It was promoted and
marketed as the "Widebody" in Japan. The van and wagon did receive some superficial changes
to their bodywork, but retained the narrower track of the preceding model. Unlike the truck, the
vans also used the "Familia Presto" name. Chassis codes are SPCV for the 1. Standard and
Deluxe versions were available, with the Deluxe also offering five-door bodywork. Production of
the second generation Familia ended in January , but not before another minor facelift and
emissions scrubbing had taken place in February The Familia Presto Van continued largely
unchanged until the summer of , aside from the 1. From October until , Kia Motors
manufactured a pick up variant of the second generation Familia as the "Kia Brisa" at their first
integrated automobile manufacturing facility, the Sohari Plant in Gwangmyeong , South Korea.
Production came to an end after the new military dictator Chun Doo-hwan enforced industry
consolidation, meaning Kia had to give up passenger cars and focus entirely on light trucks.
The original version of the Brisa received a slightly different front end from the original Familia,
featuring twin headlights. Later, single headlights were used. In total, 31, Brisa passenger cars
were built. There was a choice of hatchbacks and station wagon bodies, both available with a
three- or five-door bodystyle. The station wagon version was a bit later, first being introduced in
June , which also meant that the commercial versions based on the Familia could finally be
retired. The 1. The new Familia shared many parts with the older Mazda Grand Familia. This was
the first appearance of the name, for export markets only. The Familia AP was marketed to a
new kind of youthful Japanese consumer, and sold very well at home as well as abroad.
Nonetheless, the cars traditional rear-wheel-drive underpinnings limited interior space and
betrayed themselves in having a very narrow track when compared to the body. The range was
replaced in , however, the station wagon models continued in production until In Australia the 1.
A five-speed manual gearbox was introduced later as an alternative to the original four-speed
manual gearbox. A three-speed automatic gearbox was also available on the bigger engined
models, it was first introduced on the at the end of June A facelift however was given to the
wagons in , which gave the models the front clip albeit with different bumpers of the
front-wheel-drive models. Production of the wagons continued to , when a new
front-wheel-drive model was introduced. Originally available with the 1. The new GLC
overlapped with the old-style Mizer for part of and was produced through before being replaced
by the next-generation GLC. The marketing campaign in the U. In South Africa, the
five-door-only proved an immediate success. A cc model was also available in South Africa â€”
however this model did not have a Mazda engine, unlike the rest of the range. To satisfy that
country's local content regulations, a locally built Mitsubishi Saturn 1. In Indonesia the third
generation Familia was marketed by IndoMobil Group twice, the first time as the hatchback from
to , and the second time around as the low-cost, low-price "Mazda MR90" hatchback between
December [47] [48] and , "Mazda Baby Boomers" hatchback between and , and as the "Mazda
Vantrend" station wagon between and The name MR90 stands for "Mobil Rakyat 90" people's

car for the s as it was intended to become a national car project. This was scuppered by the
appearance of the Timor project. The MR90 and its successors did see limited exports to small
markets such as Fiji. The s versions built by Indomobil have modernized headlights same as on
the North American market GC and bumpers. The project was suggested to and given the green
light by Mazda's Senior Managing Director Keiji Asano while he was on a trip to Indonesia in
The BD Familia, first shown on 2 June , [51] was entirely new â€” it was Mazda's first
front-engine, front-wheel drive subcompact car , and was available as a hatchback and sedan. It
was developed with input from Ford , which in had acquired a stake in the Japanese
manufacturer, and had a twin called the Ford Laser and Ford Meteor, for its four-door sedan
model in Australia. At its introduction in , it won the first Car of the Year Japan Award. The
smallest 1. The most powerful version was marketed as the " GT" in European markets. It had a
particularly small turbocharger, for better low-end response. Period commentators
complimented its linear and smooth power delivery. Claimed outputs in the Japanese market
were considerably higher than in export countries, due to the differing JIS standard rather than
DIN. Period sources suggest subtracting ten percent from the JIS numbers. This particular
Familia was a strong comeback for Mazda in the Japanese market, even outselling the Toyota
Corolla on several occasions. The four-door sedan was equipped with a reverse-rake front grille
and lights in the Japanese market, to make it appear more "senior". This generation of was
Wheels magazine's car of the year for The existing station wagon version, simply a facelifted
version of the previous rear-drive model fitted with the square headlights and grille from the
new model , was sold in parallel with the BD. The TC 1. The front-wheel-drive was introduced in
Europe in September , nearly simultaneously to its cousin and competitor the Ford Escort. The
four-door sedan version followed in January , and one month later automatic-equipped models
became available to European buyers. With this, the GLC nameplate was retired. Originally it
was offered with three- or five-door bodywork, in standard, Custom, Custom L, or Sport
equipment levels. The five-door only came as a Custom and were sold only in Hawaii and Puerto
Rico. The Sport received a steering wheel borrowed from the RX-7 , full instrumentation, and a
special rear interior which closely integrates the side trim with the rear seat design [58] - an
early iteration of a design philosophy taken to its extreme with the Persona and the Eunos
Cosmo. Unlike the sporting s in other markets, the Sport only received special hubcaps, rather
than alloy wheels. It was available as a hatchback with three or five doors or four-door sedan
only for the first year; wagon and cabriolet models were added in November and March
respectively. The wagon was commonly sold as a light van in Japan, but for the first time it was
also available as a passenger-oriented wagon model in the Japanese domestic market. In
February the Familia range underwent a light facelift that included replacing the old E engines
with the more modern B series. A limited production Japanese-only homologation special, the
4WD GT-Ae, appeared May and offered an additional ten horsepower and viscous rear limited
slip differential similar to the later BG Familia. Full time four-wheel drive was also available in
more pedestrian versions like the 1. There was also a 1. Introduced in July , it is a naturally
aspirated indirect injection engine. When the saloons and hatchbacks received new engines in
late , the vans continued to use the old E-series units for a little longer. A factory-built
convertible body was introduced in March in both Mazda and Ford Laser panels from firewall
back versions, initially running the 1. The Laser sedan and wagon were nearly identical to the
Familia but with a Ford grille. By contrast the Laser hatchback model, which was sold in the U.
The new arrived in the United States for the model year and continued to be available through
The naming practice was now aligned with most of Mazda's export markets, with the badge
replacing GLC. For the wagon version was added to the lineup, with the same mechanicals as
the hatchbacks and sedans. The model remained in production in South Africa, as an entry-level
model until A locally designed pick-up based on the Familia front end, called the Rustler was
also produced, and sold as the " Ford Bantam ". From to Samcor also produced and sold the
with the 2. Along with the 2. Still, the 1. This South African built model was also sold in Australia
between and with minor changes, the most noticeable one being the front indicators having a
clear color rather than the normal amber. These models were labeled BF as opposed to the next
generation's BG. The South African-made model was exported to the United Kingdom between
and as the "Sao Penza" and fitted with a 1. It was a rebadged version of the Mazda , imported
from South Africa, where the model was still assembled by Samcor now Ford Motor Company of
South Africa , although it had ceased to be imported to the UK in It went on sale in the United
Kingdom in July , with vehicles expected to be sold that year. The car uses the 1. The sixth
generation Familia BG included three-door hatchback, five-door fastback, and a four-door sedan
variants, none of which share any body panels. The new five-door fastback version was called
the Familia Astina in Japan and was sold as the F or Astina elsewhere. The BF wagon originally
introduced in was carried over in facelifted form, although Ford marketed a wagon on the new

platform as part of the North American Escort line. The BG Familia was available with front- or
all-wheel drive and a 1. Later, a turbocharged engine was added, especially developed for
homologation purposes for the World Rally Championship , Group A category. The four-wheel
drive models including the turbocharged GT-X were introduced in August Carburetted models
were mostly dropped in , replaced by single-point fuel injection. The base model has the SE
name and uses the B8 1. In , the base model name was changed to "DX". Vented front and solid
rear disc brakes, larger front brakes, larger clutch, equal-length driveshafts, dual outlet muffler,
body-color door handles and mirrors, fold-down rear center armrest, driver's vanity mirror, and
larger stabilizer bars. Production of the BG Familia mostly ended on 24 May , although the 1. In
Australia, the BG model continued-to be sold until as a more affordable alternative to the newer
BH model. They were produced from to Power came from the 1. The Mazda Familia Infini was
produced from to as a special Japan only special sport trim line of the four-door Familia. In ,
these were facelifts were adopted on all Familia sedan models. In the U. The JDM GT-R rally
homologation version was added in , featuring a number of enhancements over the GTX model:
an aggressive front bumper, grill and bonnet vents, updated rear bumper, wheel flares, stiffer
suspension and anti-roll bars with thicker cross members, and homologated five-stud wheel
hubs with larger brakes. The interior was fitted with leather and suede seats, and had the option
of replacing the cupholder with a 3 gauge cluster. In addition, the GTR has stronger connecting
rods and pistons, larger oil squirters, larger nose crank, larger oil cooler, sodium filled valves, a
baffled inlet manifold, larger injectors from cc black to cc orange , removed boost cut,
front-mounted intercooler, and an IHI VJ ball bearing water-cooled turbocharger. A sporty,
five-door fastback version was called the Familia Astina in Japan. Elsewhere, it was called F and
Astina. A luxury version was also sold in Japan as the Eunos The car was produced from until
before being replaced by the Lantis. There were carbureted or fuel injected SOHC versions
available of the 1. Unlike the standard Familia saloons and three-door hatchback, the Astina
never came from the factory with a turbo or with four-wheel drive. Taillight arrangement varies
from market to market, the main difference being the third brake light in the spoiler and two
brake lights per cluster Japanese spec , rather than one. In the UK the F was launched with 1.
The BH model was released for the Japanese domestic market in with front-wheel drive.
Production of this generation started on 8 August , and ceased on 18 June An unusual JDM
model appeared in , with the cancellation of the generation station wagon. These models have a
prominent hood scoop. At about the same time a four-wheel-drive model was introduced in
Japan, either with a 1. The 4WD cars can be easily told by having been equipped with the
federalized front but not rear bumper, including side marker lights. This generation of Familia
grew considerably, with the four-door sedan's wheelbase only a few millimetres short of the
then-current Toyota Camry , a mid-size car. To close this gap in the lineup, the BG hatchback
with the 1. The same car went on sale in Australia in the second half of with a fully featured
BP-ZE engine. A MazdaSpeed version was released in Japan and Philippines. The Familia Neo
started production for the Japanese domestic market in , and was also sold as the C in Europe
and the Neo in Canada. Ford released a rebadged version which was mechanically the same
although different bumpers, headlights and bonnet were fitted, badged as the Ford Laser Lynx
in Japan and Australia, and the Aztec in Taiwan. This model was only available as the Ford
Laser-Lynx in the Australian market, as Mazda already had the Astina Hatch filling the gap for a
hatchback in the Mazda range. It featured a rear hatch with a divided glass, much like the Honda
CR-X. It was also sold for a single year in Canada as Neo GS. A five-door hatchback and
four-door sedan, both featuring pillarless doors and distinct sheetmetal from other s, was sold
in Japan as the Mazda Lantis , in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa as the Mazda Astina,
in Colombia as the Mazda Allegro and in Europe as the Mazda F. They were built on platforms
distinct from the other s and actually appeared nearly a year before the new Familia, in
September The bodyshape was designed by former Porsche designers. These models were
sold with the 1. The 2. A redesigned eighth generation BJ Familia was introduced on 9 June and
released on 29 September as a model. In Japan there was also a traditional five-door Wagon
sold, but this car is simply a rebadged Nissan. A 4EC automatic transmission and two
five-speed manual transmissions were available. All-wheel drive is optional. The BJ platform
was updated with a four-door sedan or five-door hatchback chassis based on the larger Mazda
Capella and offered with more engine choices. The Japanese Mazda Familia had all-wheel drive
as an option. In North America , the ES's engine was still 1. The rear disc brakes of the ES were
downgraded to drums. Mazda s were used as police cars by some police departments such as
the Singapore Police Force under Fast Response Car FRCs where the Mazda police cars were
partially retired as of In , the entire line was facelifted with new styling, a revised suspension,
and a new audio system. For North America, ES models received rear disc brakes and a stiffer
suspension. A total of 1, were produced â€” 1, finished in blue, and painted yellow. Mazda then

followed with a mid year change dubbed the " Production ended on 2 October and the whole
Familia line were replaced by the Mazda3 in early The Mazda3 sold as the "Axela" in Japan
comes in both four-door sedan and five-door hatchback varieties, with a 2. It shares a platform
with the current generation Volvo S40 , the second generation Ford Focus and now the next
generation is equipped with SkyActiv. The eighth generation Familia continued to be produced
by Ford Lio Ho in Taiwan as the "Mazda Isamu Genki" until sold as hatch and sedan and with
little or no styling differences to the original production model. It was also badged as the "Ford
Activa", which, unlike the Ford Laser, had no styling changes from the , except for the badges.
This generation remained in production in some South American countries Ecuador, Colombia,
and Venezuela , badged as the Mazda Allegro. It is equipped with a 1. Another version called the
Haima Happin went on sale for the â€” model years. The Happin was equipped with a 1. From
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Protege made form have the same speaker sizes. Who told you differently? Any links? I'd like to
clear the matter up instantly. Also, as mentioned in that thread, 5x7 and 6x8 are interchangable
as far as aftermarket speakers go. Hey, 1sty The person before you seemed like he was pretty
positive about what he was saying and he said the rear deck was 6"9's and you said the rear I'm
dying to get some new speakers, by the way, any recommendations?? Poseur stop honking I'm
surfing Contributor. I too am curious how you got confusing numbers from the info threads???
If it helps, Protege5's have no rear deck, hence door speakers Mazdaspeed sedans also have

door speakers as their sub enclosures dip into speaker room. The quick and dirty answer IS
indeed 6x8's in your front doors, 6x9's in the rear deck. Now that is not to say that you can't
make arrangements for different things, but to keep it easy, that's the sizes you need. Okay, yes,
I know that the front door is 6"8's and the rear deck is 6"9's, but I'm trying to figure out what the
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Protege vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing
an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car
subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player,
ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your Mazda
Protege headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find
your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and
more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Mazda Protege car radio wiring diagrams, Mazda
Protege car audio wiring diagrams, Mazda Protege car stereo wiring diagrams, Mazda Protege
car radio wiring schematics, Mazda Protege car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for
use by our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile
electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which
Mazda Protege part or component. Use of the Mazda Protege wiring information is at your own
risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found
here to your Mazda Protege. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding
any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel
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in your owner's manual and on the driver's door post. The front speakers in a Mazda B truck
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Protege? What size speakers are in the Mazda Protege? What is the tire size for a Mazda
Protege ES? What size are the front speakers on the 94 Mazda ? What size winter tires for
Mazda Protege 5? What size is the fan belt on a Mazda protege 5? What size are the speakers in
a Mazda tribute? What is the tire size for Mazda protege es? What size are the door speakers for
a Chevy Suburban? Is a 98 Mazda fuel door the same size as a 98 Mazda Protege fuel door?
What is the factory size of the speakers in a Mazda protege? What are the size speakers on a
Nissan Maxima? What size speakers are in a Celica? What size speakers are in a Mazda mx6
turbo? What size are the front speakers in an 89 Mazda b? What size speakers fit a Mazda ?
What is the tire size for a Mazda Protege? What is the size of front speakers on Mazda b truck?
Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed
via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives
with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By
Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at
crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in
order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name?
When did organ music become associated with baseb
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all? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland
Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will
the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked
By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo
Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed What size
speakers are in a Mazda Protege 5? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk
dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose
rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites
don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl
cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply.

